
MIRROR IMAGES OF THE PLANES 

 

 Seeing Spirits – regardless of their association – is often labeled 'the devil's work' 

or other such nonsense.  Especially by those who can't do it.  The fact is, anybody can do 

it who can follow simple rules of an exacting process.  Once you know how, via this 

instructional, you'll know why all Demonic Churches defamate these simple and very 

effective procedures.  The bastards don't want YOU knowing the TRUTH about 

them!  It will take some practice before you can call time-place-entity but NOT years on 

end unless you're jackassing the practice. 

 

EQUIPMENT: 

 FLAT MIRROR:  Hand mirrors will work, but the smaller picture sizes a foot or 

so on an edge work far better due to viewing room.  Large dresser or wall mirrors are 

ideal.  They just need to be accessible. 

 CANDLES:  Nothing fancy, ordinary tea-, emergency or holiday candles work as 

well as the most expensive.  In this case jar-candles work as well as any other.  You just 

need a LITTLE light you can control as to position.  You can use one or two CANDLES 

as a matter of choice – and one works as well as two.  No exceptions. 

 WAX-CATCH:  to prevent melted wax from spilling on to furniture, et cetera.  

Anything disposable will work. 

 

  NEVER PROJECT INTO ANY MIRROR!  NEVER! 
 

 The set up.  Make sure the mirror is cleaned, without any fingerprints, et cetera, in 

the viewing area.  Turn out all artificial lights and pull the shades to darken the practice 

area – generally sitting before a table-mirror combination.  You just need room to set one 

CANDLE halfway between yourself and the mirror just as you would to dress or groom 

yourself; or one CANDLE on each side but the same distance between you and the mirror 

with yourself centered between them.  Nothing more. 

 Light the CANDLE(s) and position them.  Using two CANDLES requires you to 

place them about the same distance apart as the halfway distance between yourself and 

the mirror. 

 The next part can be a bit frustrating … you need to position yourself as you're 

going to sit when viewing, and look at your image – right between the eyes – NOT the 

center of your forehead:  BETWEEN YOUR EYES!  Even if that is on your nose or 

base of your brow.  Now that your mirror is clean, and you are seated exactly as you  

will when viewing your image in the mirror; with the tip of your finger, make a print on 

the mirror that will be as EXACT as possible to the point right between your eyes when 

seated.  If you miss it, clean it and try it again.  The measurement can be a problem, so 

have your cleaning cloth at hand and BE CAREFUL if you're using any flammable fluids.  

You don't need a fire, you need a clean, properly marked mirror! 

 

 Once through that ordeal, all you need do is sit still and WATCH, looking at your 

image – between your eyes – focused on that spot on the mirror.  Your eyes will drift 

between them, and that's fine, just don't gander all over the reflection. 



 Within a very few seconds you will begin to view shadows around your image, 

and behind you in the view.  Those at the perimeters of the mirror are a deliberate 

distraction.  Ignore them.  If the Shadows in Spirit won't come into easy view, since you 

are NOT going to deflect your eyes to any other point, they are attempting distraction, 

nothing more. 

 You will see all manner of shapes, sizes, cloud-like puffs, faces, whole bodies, et 

cetera, and some even in light pastel colors. 

 DISCERN what you are seeing AT THE SURFACE OF THE MIRROR and 

no farther.  NEVER PROJECT INTO ANY MIRROR!  NEVER!  Because you are 

safely viewing from/through a Clairvoyant Device, and despite the fact the images you 

are viewing except your own and the room are SPIRIT IMAGES in the same room with 

you does NOT endow those entities or materials to effect you in any manner.  They are in 

one Realm/Plane and you are in another.  That you can see them is YOUR advantage, not 

their's. 

 With practice, you will be able to call up any given TIME and any given PLACE!  

Each must have a relevance with the other.  Otherwise you can select a PLACE and not 

see anything … except the place …. Because you haven't selected a TIME … a 

WHEN … that has, or will, take place there.  Some given TIME by itself is equally 

valueless.  For instance, we know the attack on Pearl Harbor was at 7:55 AM, December 

7th, 1941.  My son, William Leslie Cunningham was born 7:55 AM, December 7th, 1968, 

at Dayton, Ohio!  Similar TIME, totally different PLACE, entirely different presence and 

atmosphere. 

 With that same practice, you will be able to summon spirits within the Etheric, 

Earth and Deros levels … and you can inquire of the dead ones …  Seeing into any of 

the close-Earth levels is well worth the effort to achieve, as whatever is going to happen 

here is foretold and recorded there! 

 

  NEVER PROJECT INTO ANY MIRROR!  NEVER! 
 

 


